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Decibels and Related Units
Encountered In Transmission Systems

INTRODUCTION
The origin of the use of logarithmic units in communications is

related to the fact that human audio and visual senses react in a
manner which varies as the logarithm of the stimulus. These units
convey a far clearer picture of proportional changes than absolute
expressions allow, and furthermore, permit proportional changes to
be manipulated by simple addition and subtraction.

Signal levels are sometimes used which have an absolute value
of, say, one hundred thousand million million times the absolute
value of the lowest noise levels which are encountered. When this
enormous range is expressed logarithmically, viz., as 170 dB, it is far
easier to manipulate. There is a danger, however, that the use of the
logarithmic expressions tends to lessen our ability to visualise the real
magnitude of these quantities in terms of absolute units.

Engineers concerned with transmission systems have developed
the use of logarithmic units into a complex and sometimes confusing
array of derived units (dBmO, dBrnc, dBr, etc.). This Bulletin attempts
to clarify the meaning of most logarithmic units found in communi-
cations literature.
I. Basic Units

(i) dB
Relative powerlevels are normally expressed in decibels (dB).
Taking two power levels, P; and P,, the level of P, relative
P, is defined as—

Py
x dB = 10 log ;, —

Notes: (a) If x is positive, then the power level of P, is
normally stated as being “x dB above P,” while
conversely if x is negative then the power level of
Py is stated as being “x dB below P,”.
Ratios between voltages (V) across, or currents (I)
in, identical impedances are expressed in decibels
by —

Vi
x dB = 20 log —

Vy,

IL
x dB = 20 log —

I,



(i)

(iii)

(iv)

v)

(b) Decibel units have been used to express other
ratios which are not derived from the decibels
fundamental definition as a power ratio. It is

common, but incorrect, practice to speak of current
and voltage gains in decibels even when the imped-
ances associated with the voltages or currents are
not identical.

dBr
A point in a transmission system may be designated x dBr
if a test tone experiences a power gain of x dB from the
reference point known as the zero relative level point to the
point in question.
Notes: (a) The zero relative level point is defined below in

Section 6.

(b) By using dBr units, the level relativity of various
points in a system may be expressed without refer-
ence to test tone level, in much the same way as
relative hydrostatic heads in a hydraulic system may
be manipulated without reference to height above
sea level.

(c) Test tones vary with Administrations. Frequencies
of 800 Hz or 1000 Hz may be used at a level of 0.1
milliwatt or 1.0 milliwatt at the zero relative level
point.

dBm
The absolute power level of a signal P milliwatts, measured
in decibels relative to a power level of 1 milliwatt, is denoted
in dBm.

x dBm = 10 log oP
Note: Some references employ the terms dBwand dBk which

respectively denote decibels relative to 1 watt and
decibels relative to 1 kilowatt.

dBmO
The term x dBmQO at a point in a transmission path is used
to mean a power level of x dB relative to the level which
would appear at that point if 1 milliwatt were applied at a
preceding point of zero relative level in the same path, i.e.
the signal would read x dBm at a point of zero relative level.

Note: It follows that a reading of x dBm at an r dBr point
is expressed as (x—r) dBmO.

vu
The term x vu is used to mean an absolute volume level of a
complex electrical wave which is x dB above a reference
volume of 0 vu. 0 vu corresponds to the reading on the



meter when a 1 milliwatt 1,000 Hz tone in a 600 ohm circuit
is applied. The measurement is made using a special volume
unit indicator in a specified manner.
Notes: (a) The volume unit indicator is normally bridged

across a 600 ohm line. Its total impedance is 7,500
ohms of which 3,600 ohms is usually in the form
of an external series resistor and 3,900 ohms con-
sists of a suitably calibrated variable attenuator.

(b) Reference volumes for other types of volume
measurements which use calibrating tones of 1.66
milliwatt (0 dBv in 600 ohms — see (ix)) and 6
milliwatts may be found in the literature.

2. Units Involving Weighting
When an absolute power level is measured on a meter which
incorporates an amplitude/frequency weighting curve, the
measurement is known as “weighted”. Various types of weighting
networks are in use and it is necessary that the particular type of
weighting be specified.

(vi) dBmp
A signal of “x dBmp, using 1960 C.C.I.'T.T. telephone weight-
ing” has an absolute power level of x dbm after passing
through that particular weighting network. This signal gives
the same reading as a calibrating tone of x dBm, the frequency
of which will depend on the particular weighting specified.
Notes: (a) The 1960 C.C.L'T.T. telephone weighting network

will reduce flat random noise in a 4 KHz spaced
channel by 2.5 dB, and in a 3 KHz spaced channel
by 2.3 dB.

(b) The “p” is added to the unit abbreviation to indi-
cate that measurements are made with a psopho-
meter. Likewise, signal strength measurements
using other units may have a “p” added to indicate
the use of psophometric weighting. Thus pwp in-
dicates picowatts psophometrically weighted.

(vii) dBrn
The term x dBrn is used to mean a weighted noise level in
a telephone channel which gives the same reading as a 1,000
Hz tone of (-90 + x) dBm when measured with either an
early type of Western Electric noise measuring set (which
was once in general use within the Bell Telephone System)
or with the Western Electric Type 3A noise measuring set.

Notes: (a) dBrn — dB above reference noise.
(b) Sometimes, weighted measurements made with the

Type 3A set are expressed dBrnc, in order to in-



dicate that the G-message weighting curve 1s em-
ployed as opposed to 144-line weighting used with
the early set.

(viii) dBa
The term x dBa is used to mean a weighted noise power level
in a telephone channel which gives the same reading as a
1,000 Hz tone of (-85 +4 x) dBm when measured with the
Western Electric Type 2B noise measuring set.

Notes: (a) dBa = dBrn adjusted.
(b) Adjustment was considered necessary to ensure

that flat random noise measurements gave the same
numerical reading when applied to both the early
type measuring set (which used 144-line weighting)
and the Type 2B noise measuring set (which used
F1A-line weighting).

3. Miscellaneous Units

(ix) dBv

(x)

(xi)

The term x dBv is used to mean an absolute voltage of a
signal V volts which is x dB relative to 1 volt, such that

x dBv — 20 log 4,V

dBx
The term x dBx is used within the Bell Telephone System
to indicate crosstalk coupling relative to a reference coupling,
when such measurements are made with standard weighted
noise measuring sets. Reference coupling exists when the
crosstalk attenuation between the disturbing and disturbed
circuit is 90 dB.
Thus if the crosstalk attenuation between two circuits is

CdB, the cross talk may be expressed as (90 — C) dBx.
Note: This unit was introduced to take account of the

different interfering effects of different frequencies
and is intended to apply to measurements using stand-
ard noise measuring sets.

dBmOp
The term x dBmOp is used to mean an absolute power level
as measured with a specified weighting network and which
gives the same reading as a calibrating tone with a level of
x dBmO. The frequency of the calibrating tone will depend
on the particular weighting specified.

Measurements in dBrn, etc., may be converted
(xii) dBrnO

J
to dBrnO, etc., by adjusting the reading by the

(xiii) dBaO same algebraic quantity as would be used to
(xiv) vuO | adjust dBm measurements made at the same

point to dBmO.

aT



4. Sound Levels

(xv)

(xvi)

The Decibel
The level of a sound of intensity L watt cm=2 is expressed
in decibels as —

L
xdB = 10 log 4

0

where I, is a reference level equal to 10-16 watt cm.
Note: Since sound intensity, I watt cm=2, is related to

sound pressure, P dyne cm=2, by the relationship
P2

LL — x 10-7
dc

where d is the density of the medium (.001205
gram cm-3 for air) and c is thevelocity of sound
in the medium (33,280 cm sec! for air), and
provided these quantities may be regarded as
constants, it follows that a sound pressure, P dyne
cm? can be expressed in decibels as —

xdB = 20 logy; ——
Py

where P, = .0002 dyne cm—2

Subjective Loudness — The Phon
While subjective loudness is based upon logarithmic sound
level, it varies greatly with frequency, and this variation is

dependent on the intensity itself.
The loudness of a sound that has the same subjective loudness
as a 1000 Hz tone of intensity I. watt cm=2 (or P dyne cm2)
is expressed in Phons as —

LL P
(or 20 logy )

0) 0

where L, — 10-16 watt cm=2 (or Py, = .0002 dyne cm?) which
is the threshold of hearing at 1000Hz.

x Phon — 10 log,

5. Natural Logarithmic Units

(xvii) The Neper (N)
Some European countries use the Neper as the basic unit
of signal level relativity. It is based on e, the natural
logarithm base (rather than 10 for the decibel).
Thus two power levels P; and P, are related by x Nepers
if —

Py
xN — 1 log,

P,
This follows from the more basic definition relating voltages
V, and V, (or currents) which correspond to P; and P,
in identical impedances.



Vi
xN = log,

2

Note: From the above definitions,
volts

—
= px (Nepets) —— ](d (decibels)y20

reference volts
d

Thusx = log, 10
20

or 1 Neper = 8.686 decibels
or 1 decibel = 0.115 Nepers

Notes: (a) In the same way that units such as dBm, dBmO,
dBr are derived from the decibel, the units Nm,
NmO, Nr, etc., may be derived from the Neper.

(b) The decineper, abbreviated dN and equal to
one-tenth of a neper, is often used in the litera-
ture; units such as dNm, dNmQO, are derived
from the decineper in the same way as corres-
ponding units are derived from the decibel.

6. Supplementary Information
(xviii) The Zero Relative Level Point for telephone speech is

a 2-wire reference point in a transmission system at which
standard talker volumes are said to exist.
Notes: (a) The location of this point was once the 2-wire

trunk test board at a main trunk exchange, but
with the growing complexity of the telephone
network it has become more obscure. At present
in the Australian Post Office network it may
be regarded as being located at a 2-wire point
in the vicinity of the 2-wire/4-wire terminating
sets at a minor switching centre.

(b) An international operator (e.g. O.T.C.(A))
usually has no such point as this in its own
stations and must relate the dBr levels on its
systems to the zero relative level point in the
national (e.g. Australian Post Office) system or
to another derived reference point.
Relative levels must be set correctly otherwise
the inland or international transmission systems
are liable to overload or alternatively noise in-
terference will be excessive.

(c) Various points may occur in any transmission
system where the relative level is zero (e.g., at
the centre point of the O.T.C.(A) gateway tele-
phone exchange).
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(d) In the United States, this point is referred to
as Reference or Zero Transmission Level Point
(RTLP or OTLP).

(xix) A Test Level corresponding to 1 milliwatt at a zero relative
level point was once usual but there is now a general
tendency to use — 10 dBm, so as to obviate certain over-
load problems.
Notes: (a) The British Standard Test Level is more

rigorously defined as the absolute level at a
point in a circuit when the origin is energised
by means of a generator having a resistance of
R ohms equal to the nominal impedance at the
origin and an emf of

2 \/R/1000 volts

(b) Line-up Level is synonymous with test level.

Illustration
On the last page of this bulletin is a drawing, titled “Transmission
Levels on a Typical International Connection”, which illustrates
some of the units defined above.
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lllustrative Example
Refer to the typical circuit configuration shown on the last page
of this bulletin. Assuming that a matched 38 dB pad is inserted
in the 2-wire part of a telephone connection adjacent to and
on the inland side of the A.P.O. 2-wire/4-wire terminating set,
and that echo suppressors are fitted on the international side of
the gateway exchange (-2 dBr transmit, + 2 dBr receive) —

(a) What is the loss in the echo path between echo suppressor
receive output and echo suppressor transmit input for a short
or open circuit on the inland side of the pad?

AEak, WW,a (10 dB)

of



(b) What is the echo level at echo suppressor transmit input for

(©)

(d)

(€)

Sum

of

two

powers

above

larger

(dB)

the same conditions as in (a) for test level (1 milliwatt) applied
at the far end?

SERN (-6 dBmO)

As for (a) but with echo suppressor on the inland side of the
gateway exchange (+ 2 dBr trans, —2 dBr rec.).

TN5ken, (2 dB)

As for (b) but with echo suppressor on inland side of gateway
exchange.

Com (6 dBmO)

If the noise level in a 3 KHz channel at the echo suppressor
receive output for case (a) above is —43 dBm, express the
received noise level in pw/km weighted (1960 C.C.I.T.T.) at
the point of zero relative level assuming the length of the
connection is 20,000 km. Ter (0.93 pw /km)

3.6

3.2

AN

LN
0.8 N
0.4

—
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20,

Difference between two powers (dB)

Fic. 2-8. Sum of two powers expressed in dB.
od



TRANSMISSION LEVELS ON A TYPICAL INTERNATIONAL CONNECTION
| SYDNEY PADDINGTON FOREIGN

DIERSEAS INTERNATIONAL MIERNATONAL

MINOR SWITCHING CENTRE EXCHANGE Eh Ei/ \ I

AUSTRALIAN LOCAL Sindee, ero ert1 FOREIGN
SUBSCRIBER EXCHANGE | | | SUBSCRIBER

- -¢ reaTele a hay
348

S& Fad ~3 8 (ord DIRECTIONS)

NOTE. } NOTE 3
TYPICAL ALLOWANCE LOSSES (dg) % (4+05n) 8

| NOTE 2 a
POINTS OF ZERO RELATIVE LEVELS ®

|

e
RELATIVE LEVELS (dB) } J bod ) } | } }a OdBr Gh diye ~13Br +4 dBr 2dBc -2dBr -4dBr -35d8r | -3k dB -TdBr (note 4)

HYB OUT CHMOD. CH DEMOD. EXCHIN EXCH.OUT CHMOD. 5G, MOD. HYBL IN~~ =GdBr (NaTE 4) tidBr t4dBr -BdBr 248 +2dBr +4dBr -30dBr 35 dRr  OdBr
AYB IN. CHDEMOD. TH. MOD. EXCH.QUT EYCH.IN  CH.DEMOD, SG.DEMOD. HYB.0uT

TYPICAL PILOT LEVEL (dBmo) {
g ie -20dBmo i

(-8588m) /eg ;

~20 dBmo
/ (50d8m) |

TYPICAL MEAN SPEECH VOLUME (vu) ¢
|

{!

—_— =8vu
TYPICAL MEAN POWER IN ACTIVE } : } } }

CHANNEL (dBm) ——= 1 t42dBm  ~41dBm ~12 dBm “0 dm -47dBm -13 dBm

TYPICAL MEAN POWER IN ANY }

CHANNEL OF LARGE. GROUP (dBm) —= ~5dbm |

TYPICAL MEAN SOUND PRESSURE {
| \Eel

(dyne cenit) 20 dye. em?

(0 ABOVE ~0002 dgne. cm uf) 100 ¢8 T0dB

TYPICAL MEAN SOUND INTENSITY 4

(watt om?) 107 watt cme ®

(a8 ABVE 10”® watt ered) 100 dB 7048
AVERAGE ROOM NOISE (dB) S50dB. A $
TYPICAL NOISE LEVEL (dBmop) | -codBmop ~a5dBmop

(dB) 45dB——
NOTES: I.

OF LOCAL LINE TRANSMISSION LIMIT.

4, THESE RECEIVE LEVELS VARY ACCORDING TO THE TRANSMISSION PLAN USED BY THE VARIOUS ADMINISTRATIONS.

THIS IS THE LINE LOSS OF A TYPICAL LIMITIN LENGTH OF SUBSCRIBER'S PLANT AND SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED AS ANY KIND

2. 'n' EQUALS THE NUMBER OF 4-WIRE SWITCHED, 4-WIRE CIRCUITS IN THE CONNECTION.
3. THE 2-WIRE TO 2-WIRE LOSS WOULD BE ZERO |dB (PADS OUT), AND THE LOSS INTRODUCED BY THE LINK IN A 4-WIRE SWITCHED

CONNECTION WOULD BE ZERO dB.
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